
Designed to furnish today’s meeting rooms and boardrooms, Avion offers 

elegant tables and credenzas that address current conferencing criteria and 

a range of aesthetic and functional requirements.

 CONFERENCE TABLES
Four base designs and table tops with inlays and inserts in a variety of  

materials create individual aesthetic statements. A reverse bevel edge 

imparts visual lightness to the table top profile with shapes, sizes and 

materials adjusted to your specification. The designs address and integrate 

technology through hidden pathways for power | data to table top access.

 CREDENZAS
Integrating an array of functional components, with four distinct designs, 

the Avion credenzas address the multiple needs of meeting spaces while 

allowing for a wide range of materials / aesthetic statements. The modular 

concept accommodates components which include a refrigerator, av rack, 

recycling bin and drawer/shelf combinations.



FLIGHT | 101
The flight 101 base is designed to 

support round and square tops with  

a unique square base crafted of  

alternating panels of wood veneer 

and painted finishes. The design  

incorporates a hidden door providing 

access for power/data connection. 

Tops feature a reverse bevel edge that 

imparts visual lightness and are  

available in wood, stone and solid 

surface. Specify size, shape and  

materials tailored to your project.



FLIGHT | 102
This unique open metal leg creates 

a light, clean look while providing a 

discreet path via a removable inner 

section that directs power/data cables 

from the floor to a recessed trough 

and receptacles. The tops feature a 

reverse bevel edge with outlets  

banded by a metal inlay and inserts 

of wood, glass, metal, stone and 

solid surface. Specify size, shape and 

materials tailored to your project.



FLIGHT | 103
This elegant, technology-friendly 

table routs and conceals power/data 

through a metal base shaped by 

aviation history. Base panels  

easily adjust to the floor feed  

location, by sliding along a center 

trough. A vertical recess in the base 

provides for a contrasting band of 

materials. The tops feature a reverse 

bevel edge with outlets banded by 

a metal inlay and inserts of wood, 

glass, metal, stone and solid surface. 

Specify size, shape and materials 

tailored to your project requirement.



FLIGHT | 104
Integrating with high tech or high end 

spaces, this elegant table rests on a 

distinctive metal base highlighted by 

a vertical band of wood veneer, paint, 

glass or solid surface. Base panels 

route and conceal power/data and 

easily adjust to floor feed locations. 

The tops feature a reverse bevel edge 

with outlets banded by a metal inlay 

and inserts of wood, glass, metal, 

stone and solid surface. Specify size, 

shape and materials tailored  to   

your project.



 CREDENZAS
Integrating an array of functional components, with four distinct designs, 

the Avion credenzas address the multiple needs of meeting spaces while 

allowing for a wide range of materials/aesthetic statements. The modular 

concept accommodates components which include a refrigerator, av rack, 

recycling bin and drawer/shelf combinations.



PORT | SFO
The SFO design presents a mitered 

surround wrapping a modular case 

with material options offering the  

opportunity to complement or  

contrast between shell and doors:  

the shell in solid surface or wood 

veneer and the case in Dfm veneers. 

Available components include: AV 

rack, refrigerator, recycle bin and 

drawer/shelf combinations. Specify 

materials and components that fit 

your project requirement.



PORT | LAX
The LAX credenza brings elegance 

and efficiency to the meeting space 

concealing multiple components:  

AV rack, recycling bin and a variety  

of drawer and shelf combinations. 

Elevated on metal legs that impart 

visual lightness, the wood veneer  

case pairs with tops of stone, wood 

veneer, glass and solid surface.  

Specify a solution which fits your  

project requirement.



PORT | OAK
Designed to maintain a crisp, clean, 

aesthetic, the oak design conceals 

multiple components: an AV rack,  

a refrigerator, a recycling bin and 

drawer/shelf combinations. The 

material options offer striking contrast 

or matched tops and case with top 

surfaces in stone, glass, wood veneer, 

and solid surface. Specify materials  

and functional components tailored to 

your project requirement.



PORT | SJC
The port SJC credenza provides a 

clean, uncluttered aesthetic which  

accommodates and conceals a 

variety of functional components in 

a handsome wood veneer case:an 

av rack, a recycling bin and drawer/

shelf combinations. Tops available in 

wood, stone, glass and solid surface 

materials. Specify materials and  

components which fit your project 

requirement.



POWER | DATA
The Avion tables are standardized 
with the UT-1 recessed table top 
boxes with a capacity for four  
power receptacles and four 
cutouts for multiple data outlet 
connections.

TABLE TOP ACCESS 
Avion allows for easy table top access to 
recessed power/data boxes within a clean 
minimal aesthetic. Access doors are 
detailed to enhance the design statement
and available in a variety of materials.

TABLE TECHNOLOGY 
All the Avion tables bases are designed to route and 
conceal power/data cabling from floor to table top with 
easy access for multiple users within a beautifully detailed 
solution. Flight 103/104 are able to field adjust to floor 
feed locations by sliding along the center trough.
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CREDENZA COMPONENTS

AVION CREDENZA | SFO
with Acrylic Surround
with (4) Compartments
2” thick surround AC1 white acrylic finish
Cabinet interiors are white melamine
Standard PL-82 satin stainless door pull
25”D - 100”L - 34”H

RF24
Built in refrigerator  
included with RF24

HD24
One internal felt lined 
drawer included in  
HD24 cabinet

AV24
Pullout/Swivel AV rack  
included with AV24 
cabinet

TR24
Plastic trash bins included 
with TR24 cabinet
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